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Sri Lanka â€“ Calendar with holidays. Yearly calendar showing months for the year Calendars â€“ online and print
friendly â€“ for any year and month.

The sloping beaches and largely sheltered bays make the east coast an excellent choice for families, while the
handful of luxury properties makes it an unbeatable honeymoon setting. Once war-torn but now a hub of
development, the quieter beaches of the east await a fresh flow of visitors, and in the centre of the island,
ruined cities of dynasties gone by await rediscovery. All visitors to Buddhist and Hindu temples should be
appropriately dressed, so take a cover-up, and your shoes must be removed to enter them. The Tamil
population of the north enjoys a vibrant Hindu culture and Muslim heritage stems from Arab traders of the 8th
century, while the Portuguese, Dutch and British have left their mark here too. We are currently reviewing the
abstracts and the authors will be notified soon on the acceptance of the abstracts. You can of course add
domestic flights at any point during your itinerary and there is even the possibility to charter flights to suit
your own itinerary. The warm waters are inviting and the visibility ranges from 10 to 25 metres at its best.
Areas of Sri Lanka The popular southwest coast of the island has myriad resorts along its golden sands that
can be found on a beach holiday , while the tea plantations in the cooler climate of the hills display evidence
of the British colonial lifestyle amid lush landscapes. The venue of the conference is the Cinnamon Grand
Colombo, located in the very heart of Colombo, the financial capital of the beautiful island of Sri Lanka. Sri
Lanka inspiration Sri Lanka holiday highlights Sri Lanka is a combination of so many spectacular aspects that
its visitors return time and time again. With its superb deep-water harbour, Trinco was historically an
important stopping off point for traders, and now for tourists, en route to beaches that go on for miles, such as
Kuchchaveli, Uppuveli and Nilaveli. There were 5 keynote lectures and research papers. The conference will
serve as a forum for reviewing the current state of the art and discuss future directions and exciting
developments. Where is Sri Lanka? Here, you can embark on a journey guided by locals who will open your
eyes to their culture and share their heritage with you. The south-west coast is especially popular, with resorts
such as Negombo and Bentota providing an excellent choice of beautiful hotels from old colonial favourites to
modern resorts with extensive facilities. Also on the east coast, is Batticaloa, where the Dutch first settled and
much further south is Arugam Bay, or A-Bay, a big favourite with surfers. We look forward to your
participation at the conference. Visit our Sri Lanka Tours to find the perfect adventure holiday for you. We
love how close Minneriya is to the major sights of the Cultural Triangle â€” it means that you can get a good
balance of heritage, history and nature in just one region. This monument of stone rises up from plains that are
scattered with the remnants of an ancient city. The main southwest monsoon brings rain to the west, southwest
and hill country from April to September, while the less severe northeast monsoon makes the east coast
wettest from November to December. The area is breathtaking in its terrain and greenery, peppered by
old-fashioned trains, half-timbered guesthouses, Gothic churches and given a colourful twist by the saris and
temples of the Hindu Tamil plantation workers. It was cultivated by the British for tea production and became
their retreat from the heat of the lowlands. History Adventurers, traders and tourists have been coming to this
teardrop-shaped island south of India for many years, with more than 2, years of recorded history. South coast
Home to the lively towns such as Tangalle and Galle, the area is also still reassuringly rural, with coconut
farming, rice cultivation and fishing. Although the island has quickly grown in popularity, there are still parts
of Sri Lanka that have an off-the-beaten-track feel. Show Destination on Map Introduction Bursting with
beaches and temples, blessed with wonderful wildlife, packed with UNESCO-listed sites and filled with
friendly faces and fascinating culture, Sri Lanka holidays are a vibrant experience for all. Look out for
performances of exquisite Kandyan dancing and remember that alcohol is not supposed to be sold on
full-moon poya days. Nearby Mihintale is revered as where Buddhism was introduced to Sri Lanka, while
Sigiriya is known as Lion Rock, towering over the surrounding plains.


